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For Whom the “Bell Curve”For Whom the “Bell Curve”
TollsTolls

“Every politician, clergyman, educator, or
physician, in short, anyone dealing with
human individuals, is bound to make grave
mistakes if he ignores these two great truths of
population zoology: (1) no two individuals are
alike, and (2) both environment and genetic
endowment make a contribution to nearly
every trait.” -- Ernst Mayr

Background

! The Bell Curve
– Published in 1994
– Authors  Richard Hernnstein (Harvard Professor

& former pres of Am Psychol Assn), and Charles
Murray (AEI author of Losing Ground)

– New York Times Bestseller: 2nd

• 450,000 copies within a year

– Print Rebuttals still emerging
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2nd NYT list ..many ..responses

!Measured Lies: The Bell Curve Examined
by Joe L. Kincheloe (Editor), et al

!The Bell Curve Debate: History, Documents,
Opinions by Russell Jacoby &  Naomi
Glauberman (Editors)

! Inequality by Design by Claude S. Fischer, et al
!The Bell Curve Wars: Race, Intelligence, and the

Future of America by Steve Fraser (Editor),

Argument of the Bell CurveArgument of the Bell Curve

!1) Intelligence is inherited 40-60 percent
!2) Tests can in fact measure intelligence
!3) IQ scores thus operate as predictors for

social outcomes, even after controlling for
other factors

!4) Whether heredity or environmental
influences, people are “hard-wired” by age 17

!5) Therefore, policy interventions have
limited success
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The Bell Curve

Video interview with Charles Murray
ABC World News Tonight 22 Nov
1994

The flash point: IQ & Race

Evidence…Evidence…
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…cont’d…cont’d

The Bell Curve ContestedThe Bell Curve Contested

!The Flynn Effect
– Observation that over the past 50 years, IQ scores

have been going up everywhere and for all races.
– Implies that as society and learning environments

have progressed, so has intelligence
– Thus while racial score gaps still exist, the elevated

absolute gains indicate IQ’s correlation to
environmental causes rather than biological

!The Bell Curve has in fact shifted
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Flynn EvidenceFlynn Evidence

Soc 13!!

The Bell Curve ContestedThe Bell Curve Contested

!A sociological criticism:
!“Stratification”and intergenerational attainment

Parents’_SES " IQ  Test score  "  SES
Factors

Home environment & resources
“Social Capital”
even Pre-natal care

..and moreover
Parents’_ SES "  Criminality
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Consider Jencks again…

!“If genetic variation explains 60% of
variation in IQ scores, environmental
variation must be explaining the remaining
40%, but it may explain as much as 100%”
(pg. 107).

Total variability of environment

Thought exercise:
!Would two cloned humans always have identical

behavior?
!How much could environment alter outcomes for

clones?
!Consider: Olympic Athletes: “the gifted of the

gifted”
– Certain nations excel at certain sports
– Variation within and across countries
– How much is nature v. nurture
– Consider now schools
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Crime and Adoption revisitedCrime and Adoption revisited

Source: See Jencks, p. 101

What do we know? Anything?

!1) There are no specific genes for
particular (sociological) behaviors…yet

!2) Proportion of variance due to heredity
unknown.

!3) Total variability of environment
matters…

!….But How much ???
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Is Biology Destiny?

!Fallacy of “Blank Slate” [NYT article on S. Pinker]

!Mice Hippocampus Nature 3 Apr 1997
– “rich environment” " more cells

!Fallacy of incorrigibility
– J.R. Udry on sex differences

!Both nature and nurture matter
– Jencks on balance and mechanisms

!Active & contentious  area of research
– Difficulty of designing definitive studies

Social Science ResponseSocial Science Response

!Yes, Genes and Environment both matter
!While heritability does exist for many traits,

it also varies by many traits
!So, how much does it matter and in what

circumstances?
!How can policy best reflect such

interpretations?


